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Abstract

In this paper, we provide an overview of fast nearest-neighbor search algorithms based on an &approxima-
tion}elimination' framework under a class of elimination rules, namely, partial distance elimination, hypercube elimina-
tion and absolute-error-inequality elimination derived from approximations of Euclidean distance. Previous algorithms
based on these elimination rules are reviewed in the context of approximation}elimination search. The main emphasis in
this paper is a comparative study of these elimination constraints with reference to their approximation}elimination
e$ciency set within di!erent approximation schemes. ( 2000 Pattern Recognition Society. Published by Elsevier
Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Nearest-neighbor search consists in "nding the closest
point to a query point among N points in K-dimensional
space. The search is widely used in several areas such
as pattern classi"cation, nonparametric estimation,
information retrieval from multi-key data bases and
in image and speech data compression. Reducing the
computational complexity of nearest-neighbor search is
of considerable interest in these areas. In this paper, we
discuss fast nearest-neighbor search in the context of
vector quantization encoding. Vector quantization en-
coding is a powerful data compression technique used
in speech coding, image coding and speech recognition
[1}7]. Vector quantization encoding is the minimum-
distortion quantization of a vector x"(x

1
, x

2
,2, x

K
),

(referred to as the test vector) using a given set of N

K-dimensional codevectors called the codebook
C"Mc

i
N
i/1,2, N

, of size N, under a given distance
measure d(x, y). This involves "nding the nearest-neigh-
bor of x in C, given by q(x)"c

j
: d(x, c

j
))d(x, c

i
),

i"1,2, N which requires N distance computations
d(x, c

i
) using the exhaustive full search.

1.1. Elimination-based fast nearest-neighbor search

The basic structure of the sequential full-search which
obtains the nearest-neighbor codevector c

j
is as follows:

d
cnn

"R (a very large number)
For i"1,2, N

d
i
"d(x, c

i
)

if d
i
(d

cnn
then j"i; d

cnn
"d

i
next i

Here, at any given stage in the search, c
j
is the current-

nearest-neighbor and the current-nearest-neighbor ball
b(x, d

cnn
) is the surface de"ned by x : d(x, c

j
)"d

cnn
. For

the Euclidean distance between c
j
"(c

jk
, k"1 ,2, K)

and x"(x
k
, k"1 ,2, K) given by d(x, c

j
)"

[+K
k/1

(x
k
!c

jk
)2]1@2, the current-nearest-neighbor ball
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Fig. 1. Example of geometric constraint for elimination.

is a hypersphere of radius d
cnn

with center at x. The
sequential full-search "nds the nearest-neighbor by pro-
gressively updating the current-nearest-neighbor c

j
when

a codevector is found closer to the test vector than the
current-nearest-neighbor, with each update shrinking the
current-nearest-neighbor ball radii to the actual nearest-
neighbor distance. The "nal nearest-neighbor is one of
the codevectors inside the current-nearest-neighbor ball
at any stage of the search and consequently, the current-
nearest-neighbor ball assumes importance as a geometric
object in de"ning the primary search space of interest.
In the case of sequential full-search, the location of
a codevector is determined with respect to the current-
nearest-neighbor ball by computing the distance of each
successive codevector to the test vector for comparison
with the current-nearest-neighbor distance. As a result,
the distances of all N codevectors to the test vector are
computed with the search complexity being N distance
computations per test vector.

A direct approach in reducing the complexity of the
above sequential &exhaustive full-search' is to reject
a codevector by a &quick-elimination'*without comput-
ing its actual distance to the test vector by using com-
putationally less expensive rules to determine which
codevectors cannot be nearer to the test vector than the
current-nearest-neighbor. This is equivalent to approxi-
mating the current-nearest-neighbor ball by geometric
constraints which allow easy elimination of codevectors
which do not lie inside the current-nearest-neighbor ball.

Given the current-nearest-neighbor ball b(x, d
cnn

)
let E(x, d

cnn
) represent the spatial approximation of

the ball by some geometric constraint such that
b(x, d

cnn
)-E(x, d

cnn
). Then, codevectors which do not

belong to E(x, d
cnn

) cannot be inside b(x, d
cnn

) and elim-
ination consists of rejecting these codevectors. The e$-
ciency of elimination depends on two intrinsic factors of
the elimination constraint: (i) the relative cost of the
elimination computation with respect to the distance
computation and (ii) the number of codevectors retained
after elimination in comparison to the actual number of
codevectors inside the current-nearest-neighbor ball.
This is essentially governed by the computational cost in
determining whether a codevector does not belong to
E(x, d

cnn
) and the extent to which E(x, d

cnn
) approximates

b(x, d
cnn

) spatially in terms of volume. Fig. 1 illustrates
this with a simple geometric constraint used in one of the
earliest elimination-based fast search [8] and which
forms the basis of hypercube-based elimination search
reported subsequently [9}12]. Here, the geometric con-
straint is simply the projection of the current-nearest-
neighbor ball b(x, d

cnn
) on to a coordinate axis k, given by

E(x, d
cnn

)"My: Dy
k
!x

k
D(d

cnn
N, i.e., E(x, d

cnn
) is the re-

gion between the hyperplanes H@"My: y
k
"x

k
!d

cnn
N

and HA"My: y
k
"x

k
#d

cnn
N. A direct elimination is

achieved by rejecting the codevectors Mc
i
: c

ik
'x

k
#

d
cnn

or c
ik
(x

k
!d

cnn
N, incurring atmost two scalar

comparisons to reject a codevector as against a vector
distance computation. (This elimination is carried out
more e$ciently as in Ref. [8], using a binary search on
a list of ordered coordinates of the codevectors to elimin-
ate codevectors whose coordinates fall outside the pro-
jections of the current-nearest-neighbor ball b(x, d

cnn
).)

Thus, in the sequential full-search, given a current-
nearest-neighbor ball, the code-book is reduced by ap-
plying the elimination rule C"C!Mc

i
: c

i
N E(x, d

cnn
)N.

Since the current-nearest-neighbor ball shrinks for every
update of the current-nearest-neighbor, i.e., when
a codevector closer to the current-nearest-neighbor has
bean found, the above elimination need to be done only
for every update of the current-nearest-neighbor using
the E(x, d

cnn
) corresponding to the updated d

cnn
. The

codebook size thus reduces progressively with the aid of
the elimination step and results in a reduction in the
number of distances computed if each elimination step
rejects some codevectors.

1.2. Approximation-elimination search

In addition to the intrinsic nature of the geometric
constraint in approximating any given current-nearest-
neighbor ball volume, another important aspect in#uen-
cing the elimination e$ciency of the constraint is the
size of the current-nearest-neighbor ball. Clearly, for
a given constraint, the elimination e$ciency is better
for a smaller current-nearest-neighbor ball. Hence the
relative closeness of the current-nearest-neighbor
codevector to the test vector and the sequence in which
the test vectors are selected for distance computation
in#uences the rate at which the codebook size is reduced
in the elimination based search.

In general, in the sequential search with the elimina-
tion step, selecting a codevector close to the test vector in
the initial stages of the search will help in the elimination
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of a large number of codevectors in the early steps of
the search thereby avoiding the distance computations
of these codevectors. For instance, considering the
codevectors in the order of decreasing distance to the
test vector represents a worst-case condition, since
no geometric constraint of the current-nearest-neighbor
ball can eliminate any codevector at each update. In
contrast, selecting the codevectors in the order of increas-
ing distance represents the best possible situation, since
the search then starts with the actual nearest-neighbor
and subsequent search merely amounts to verifying that
no other codevector lies within the given elimination-
constraint approximating the current-nearest-neighbor
ball. In this case, the elimination step rejects the max-
imum number of codevectors in the "rst step itself and
subsequent search is performed on a reduced set of
codevectors. The resultant overall reduction in search
complexity is then maximum for a given elimination-
constraint.

Thus, the distances d(x, c
i
), i"1,2,N used in the

search provides the exact information for the best order-
ing in which the codevectors should be considered
for search under the elimination based sequential search.
However, getting this exact ordering information
amounts to a full-search. Therefore, in order to gain
any advantage in selecting codevectors (for distance
computation) such that the distance to codevectors close
to the test vector are computed in the early stages of
search, it is necessary to characterize the closeness
of a codevector to the test vector using some approxima-
tion of the distance measure; such an explicit &codevector
selection' step is referred to as an &approximation-
step' [13]. In order to gain any advantage from the
approximation step in reducing the complexity of the
search, the approximation criterion has to be computa-
tionally less expensive than the actual distance measure
being used in the search, and should characterize the
spatial organization of the codevectors with respect to
the test vector so as to re#ect their relative closeness to
the test vector.

The approximation}elimination procedure as de-
scribed above can be given as a fast-search generalization
over the sequential full-search as follows:

d
cnn

"R (a very large number)
Do until codebook C is empty

c
i
"arg minc

-|C
Approx(x, c

l
) [Approximation]

d"d(x, c
i
) [Distance computation]

if d(d
cnn

then
j"i; d

cnn
"d

C"C!Mc
m
:c
m
NE(x, d

cnn
)N [Elimination]

endif
enddo

In the above, the approximation and elimination costs
incurred in the computation of arg minc

l|C
Approx(x, c

l
)

and Mc
m

: c
m

N E(x, d
cnn

)N in comparison to the number of
distance computations saved by these operations crucial-
ly determine the overall reduction in the search complex-
ity. The important issue in achieving fast search under
the approximation}elimination framework is in "nding
e$cient approximation and elimination criteria which
are computationally less expensive than the distance
computations but at the same time provide e$cient ap-
proximation of the distance measure and the current-
nearest-neighbor ball volume.

1.3. Previous work

The main elimination rules which have been employed
for fast nearest-neighbor search are the partial distance
elimination, hypercube elimination, elimination based
on the absolute-error-inequality approximation of the
Euclidean distance and the triangle-inequality-based
elimination. Some of the earlier papers which are based
on these elimination rules and which have addressed the
issue of determining a &good' search sequence for a given
test vector to improve the e$ciency of elimination
schemes are [8}26].

1.3.1. Partial-distance search
A simple but e$cient elimination-based search which

o!ers improvement over the sequential exhaustive full-
search is the &partial distance search' method [10,27].
This is applicable to cases where the partial-vector
distance attains the full-vector distance in a monotoni-
cally nondecreasing manner with the addition of the
vector component distances. This allows a codevector to
be rejected on the basis of its partial or accumulated
distance, i.e., without completing the total distance
computation * the elimination being carried out
during the distance computation itself. In an earlier pa-
per [28], we have addressed the role of the approxima-
tion step in the partial distance-based elimination.
Here, we had proposed an ordering of codevectors ac-
cording to the sizes of their corresponding clusters,
i.e., sequencing the codevectors in the order of decreas-
ing probability of being the nearest-neighbor to a
given test vector, to improve the savings in computat-
ion achieved by the partial distance elimination. The
ordering is done in a preprocessing stage and serves as
an implicit approximation step in the actual search
by providing a favorable sequence of codevectors for
the partial distance based elimination. In addition, it
was noted that the codebooks obtained at the end of
the training process using the clustering algorithms such
as the Linde}Buzo}Gray algorithm [29] have arbitrary
orderings and are not guaranteed to be arranged in the
favorable order. In addition, the implications of
dimensionality on the additional complexity reduction
due to the proposed ordering was brought out using the
asymptotic equipartition property of block coding and
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it was shown that the proposed favorable ordering
would be most useful for codebooks designed on low
entropy distributions such as when the dimensionality
is low.

1.3.2. Triangle-inequality-based fast search
Another important elimination rule which has been

used extensively for fast nearest-neighbor search is
the triangle inequality-based elimination, applicable
when the distance measure is a metric [13}52].
This elimination rule corresponds to a hyperannulus
constraint of the search space, where codevectors
lying outside the hyperannulus region formed between
two concentric hyperspheres centered at an &anchor
point' are eliminated. The e$ciency of the triangle-
inequality (or hyperannulus) elimination increases
with the number of distinct anchor points used, as
the intersection volume of the hyperannulus correspond-
ing to the multiple anchor points becomes more localiz-
ed, consequently retaining less codevectors after
elimination.

The di!erent applications in which triangle-inequal-
ity-based elimination has found use and motivated
development of fast algorithms are information retrieval
from data bases [31], document retrieval [32], non-
parametric classi"cation [33], fast isolated word
recognition [13,38,40,50,51], and fast vector quantization
of speech and image data [20,41,43]. The search based on
the triangle inequality elimination in most algorithms
is based on the interpoint distances computed during
a preprocessing phase and set in a branch and bound
framework where the search is organized using a hier-
archical decomposition of clustered data into a tree
structure [13,31}33,36}39,42,49].

The main algorithmic aspects which have received
attention under this framework have been the determina-
tion of the clusters and the anchor points within each
cluster [31,32], e$cient hierarchical decomposition and
tree structuring of the given points [33,36,39], improve-
ments in providing additional constraints for elimination
[37], the issue of optimum number and location of the
"xed anchor points [34], [41], [44}46,48,52], and opti-
mum use of a given set of precomputed interpoint distan-
ces by using procedures which approximate the missing
interpoint distances [42].

1.4. Organization of the paper

In this paper, we are concerned mainly with the class
of elimination rules based on the approximations of
Euclidean distance, namely, hypercube elimination and
elimination based on the absolute-error-inequality
approximation of the Euclidean distance. The main em-
phasis of this paper is to provide an overview of fast
search using these elimination rules under an explicit
&approximation}elimination' framework. In addition,

the paper is particularly oriented towards providing
additional geometric insight to the main approxima-
tion-elimination schemes in an uni"ed framework and
empirical studies characterizing the approximation-elim-
ination e$ciency of the di!erent approximation}elimina-
tion search in detail.

In Section 2, algorithms based on the ¸
=

, ¸
1

approxi-
mation of the ¸

2
norm are considered with reference to

earlier work related to the hypercube constraint of the
search space [9,11], the ¸

=
-based &minmax' algorithm

[10] and its subsequent improvement using the abso-
lute-error-inequality-based elimination [12]. These algo-
rithms are viewed under the approximation}elimination
framework and geometric details, not brought out origin-
ally in these algorithms, are provided for additional
insight. The absolute-error-inequality is noted to be the
general equivalence of the ¸

1
and ¸

2
norms. The ¸

=
,

¸
1
-based elimination criterion are geometrically seen as

based on the constrained minimization and maximiza-
tion of the ¸

=
, ¸

1
norms given ¸

2
norm. Approxima-

tion}elimination based on the ¸
1

constraint is shown to
be more e$cient than the ¸

=
constraint based on

geometric interpretation of the norm equivalence rela-
tionship and the volume ratios of the ¸

1
surface and the

¸
=

(hypercube) surface for a given ¸
2

ball. The rela-
tive e$ciencies of these approximation}elimination
schemes are characterized and studied with respect to
dimensionality.

2. Search based on L
==

, L1 approximation

One of the earliest elimination-based fast search [8] is
based on the projections of the codevectors on a coordi-
nate axis and forms the basis of the ¸

=
(hypercube)

search. This algorithm represents a classic example
of search under the approximation}elimination frame-
work. The basic principle behind this algorithm, as
illustrated in Fig. 1, is the use of the projection of the
current-nearest-neighbor ball b(x, d

cnn
) on to a coordi-

nate axis k, as a simple geometric constraint for elimina-
tion. This is given by E(x, d

cnn
)"My : Dy

k
!x

k
D(d

cnn
N,

i.e., E(x, d
cnn

) is the region between the hyperplanes
H@"My : y

k
"x

k
!d

cnn
N and HA"My : y

k
"x

k
#d

cnn
N.

The algorithm given in Ref. [8] can be described under
an approximation}elimination framework as follows: In
a preprocessing step, the codevector coordinates are or-
dered on some coordinate axis k and the corresponding
indices stored. During the actual search, for a given test
vector x, the codevectors are examined in the order of
their projected distance from x on axis k, i.e., the approxi-
mation criterion is simply arg minc

i|C
Dx

k
!c

ik
D. Elimina-

tion is done by using two binary searches to truncate
the ordered list of codevectors so as to retain only
those codevectors whose coordinates fall within the pro-
jections of the current-nearest-neighbor ball b(x, d

cnn
).
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1Two metrics d
1

and d
2

on a space X are equivalent if there
exist constants 0(c

1
(c

2
(R such that c

1
d
1
(x, y))

d
2
(x, y))c

2
d
1
(x, y)∀x, y3X. Alternatively, the inequality can

also be given as: there exist constants 0(e
1
(e

2
(R such

that e
1
d
2
(x, y))d

1
(x, y))e

2
d
2
(x, y)∀x, y3X. The ¸

p
norms

satisfy this equivalence in general. The equivalence between
¸
2

and ¸
=

norms forming the hypercube constraint and ¸
2

and ¸
1

norms forming the absolute-error-inequality constraint
(Section 2.3) directly follow from this.

This algorithm can be notionally represented in the
approximation}elimination form as follows:

d
cnn

"R (a very large number)
Do until codebook C is empty

c
i
"arg mincl|C

Dx
k
!c

il
D; C"C!c

i
d"d(x, c

i
)

if d(d
cnn

then
j"i; d

cnn
"d

C"C!Mc
m
: Dc

mk
!x

k
D*d

cnn
N

endif
enddo

Friedman et al. [8] analyze the performance of this
algorithm for uniform distribution and Euclidean dis-
tance and obtain an upper bound for the average number
of codevectors examined for "nding k nearest-neighbors
as n~1@2[kK¹(K/2)]1@K(2N)1~1@K. This performance e$-
ciency decreases rapidly with increase in dimension K;
for instance, the average number of distances computed
for K"8 and N"1000 being about 600 as reported in
the simulation results of Ref. [8]. This is primarily due to
the fact that use of only one axis for approximation and
elimination provides a very poor constraint for higher
dimensions.

2.1. Hypercube-based elimination

A direct generalization of the above single-axis-based
search is to use all the axis k"1 ,2, K to provide an
improved geometric constraint around the current-near-
est-neighbor ball. This results in the hypercube-based
elimination search as used in subsequent fast search
algorithms [9}12]. The geometric constraint in the hy-
percube-based elimination is E(x, d

cnn
)"My : Dy

k
!x

k
D(

d
cnn

, ∀k"1 ,2, KN, i.e., E(x, d
cnn

) is the smallest hyper-
cube formed by the 2K hyperplanes given by
H{

k
"My : y

k
"x

k
!d

cnn
N and HA

k
"My : y

k
"x

k
#d

cnn
N

for k"1, 2, K, containing the current-nearest-neigh-
bor ball. Elimination by the hypercube constraint can be
realized within a full-search structure as a part of the
squared-error distance computation, by directly check-
ing if each codevector is within the hypercube. By this,
a codevector c

i
can be rejected if c

ik
'x

k
!d

cnn
or

c
ik
'x

k
#d

cnn
for any k"1 ,2, K, thus requiring 1 to

2K scalar comparisons for the rejection of a codevector.
Alternately, a codevector c

i
can be rejected, as in Ref.

[11], by checking if each of the component distances
Dc
ik
!x

k
D is greater than the current-nearest-neighbor

distance d
cnn

. By this, a codevector can be rejected with
a cost of 1 to K scalar subtractions and comparisons
prior to a full distance computation. Any codevector
passing all the K tests is inside the hypercube inscribing
the current-nearest-neighbor ball and is therefore tested
by the full distance to determine if it is inside the current-
nearest-neighbor ball.

However, a computationally more elegant and simpler
scheme for hypercube-based elimination was proposed
much earlier by Yunck [9]. This is based on the observa-
tion that the hypercube is de"ned by HC(x, d

cnn
)"

<k
k/1

(x
k
!d

cnn
, x

k
#d

cnn
) and the codevectors con-

tained within the hypercube can be obtained as 5K
k/1

S
k

where S
k
"Mc

i
: x

k
!d

cnn
)c

ik
)x

k
#d

cnn
N. For a spe-

ci"ed hypercube, the sets S
k
, k"1,2,K are determined

using two binary searches on ordered codevector indices
on each of the axis and the subset of codevectors with-
in the hypercube given by their intersection is determined
by a simple and e$cient multiset-intersection method in
Ref. [9]. The basic algorithm in Ref. [9] based on this
procedure is mainly directed towards "nding the near-
est-neighbor under the ¸

=
metric (or Minkowski &max-

metric') and can also be easily applied for search under
other general ¸

p
metric (Minkowski p-metrics).

The ¸
p

metric is given by ¸
p
(x, y)"(+K

k/1
Dx

k
!y

k
Dp)1@p,

and the ¸
=

metric, obtained as lim
p?=

¸
p
(x, y), is given

by ¸
=

(x, y)"max
k/1,2, K

Dx
k
!y

k
D. The isometric sur-

face determined by the ¸
=

metric is an hypercube of side
2¸

=
(x, y) centered at x and with the vector y lying on one

of its sides. The hypercube based search constraint for
a current-nearest-neighbor ball of radius d

cnn
centered at

x, is thus the isometric ¸
=

surface My : ¸
=

(x, y)"d
cnn

N
inscribing the current-nearest- neighbor ball. This con-
straint eliminates all codevectors c

i
whose ¸

=
(x, c

i
) dis-

tance is greater than d
cnn

. This is essentially a part
of the general equivalence1 between ¸

2
and ¸

=
norms

given by

¸
2
(x, y)/JK)¸

=
(x, y))¸

2
(x, y).

This is illustrated in Fig. 2. Fig. 2(a) shows the bounds
on ¸

=
(x, y) given ¸

2
(x, y)"d. The lower bound

¸@
=

(x, y)"d/JK and the upper ¸A
=

(x, y)"d correspond
to y being at A and B, respectively, for a given x. This can
also be seen geometrically as in Fig. 2(b) which shows the
bounds on ¸

2
(x, y) given ¸A

=
(x, y)"d. The lower bound

¸@
2
(x, y)"d and the upper bound ¸A

2
(x, y)"dJK cor-

respond to y being at A and B, respectively, for a given x.
The above inequalities describing the norm equivalence
correspond to constrained minimization, maximization
of the ¸

=
norm given x and My : ¸

2
(x, y)"dN or the

constrained minimization, maximization of the ¸
2

norm
given x and My : ¸

=
(x, y)"dN.
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Fig. 2. Equivalence of relationship between ¸
=

and ¸
2

norms: (a) lower (¸@
=

) and upper (¸A
=

) bounds of ¸
=

(x, y) given x and
¸
2
(x, y)"d and, (b) lower (¸@

2
) and upper (¸A

2
) bounds of ¸

2
(x, y) given x and ¸

=
(x, y)"d.

Fig. 3. Approximation by ¸
=

(x, c
i
); c

5
"argminci|C

¸
=

(x, c
i
);

c
4
"argminci|C

¸
2
(x, c

i
).

Finding the nearest neighbor under the ¸
=

metric thus
basically involves "nding the smallest hypercube with no
codevectors inside it, but with one codevector on one of
its sides. In Ref. [9], this is achieved by means of an
expanding hypercube procedure, where the search starts
with a small hypercube and expands the hypercube until
it contains exactly one codevector on its side and
no codevectors inside. For search with the general
¸
p

metric, the search consists of essentially carrying
out a full-search within the small subset of codevectors
falling within an initially small, expanding hypercube
until the current-nearest-neighbor ball is within the hy-
percube. This is illustrated for search with the ¸

2
norm in

Fig. 3. Here, the codevector c
5

is the nearest neighbor of
the test vector under ¸

=
norm. However, the ¸

2
nearest

neighbor is codevector c
4

which is closer to x than c
5
.

(This can be understood based on the equivalence
relation shown in Fig. 2.) The ¸

2
nearest neighbor is

determined in a second step by using the hypercube
corresponding to ¸

2
(x, c

5
). The main step in this

algorithm by Yunck [9] is the determination of the
subset of codevectors within a speci"ed hypercube using
the multi-set intersection procedure described before.
An important factor determining the e$ciency of the
search is the size of the initial hypercube; if no codevec-
tors are found inside the cube the search incurs addi-
tional overheads in appropriately expanding the cube.
The main complexity of the search is in this &cube-
"nding' step which is estimated to be proportional
to KN in terms of shift-operations as implemented in
Ref. [9].

The hypercube method in Ref. [10] is an identical
search procedure, with the additional feature being the
analysis pertaining to "nding the optimal initial hyper-
cube size for a uniform distribution. The optimality is
with respect to "nding an e!ective trade o! between the

two complexities: (i) the overhead complexity in expand-
ing the hypercube until it contains a codevector and
(ii) the average number of codevectors contained in
the initial hypercube which determines the main com-
plexity of number of distances calculated in performing
a full-search in the subset of codevectors within the
hypercube. Here, it is shown that the average number of
codevectors for the optimal initial hypercube thus deter-
mined is approximately equal to 2K, the average com-
plexity of the search thus increasing exponentially with
dimension. In terms of determining the subset of codevec-
tors within a speci"ed hypercube, Ref. [10] uses a multi-
set-intersection method similar to that proposed earlier
in Ref. [9].
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2.2. Minmax method

In the &minmax' method [10], the ¸
=

metric is used
explicitly as an approximation criterion in selecting the
initial codevector. Subsequent elimination is carried out
using the ¸

=
values computed between the test vector

and the codevectors for approximation. This algorithm
can be given in the approximation-elimination form as
follows:

d
cnn

"R (a very large number)
Do until codebook C is empty

c
i
"arg minc

l|C
¸
=

(x, c
l
); C"C!c

i
d"d(x, c

i
)

if d(d
cnn

then
j"i; d

cnn
"d

C"C!Mc
m

: ¸
=

(x, cm )*d
cnn

N
endif

enddo

The above search is carried out by computing ¸
=

(x, c
i
)

for i"1,2,N in a "rst step. After the "rst eliminat-
ion using the ¸

=
values, the remaining codevectors are

ordered according to their ¸
=

distance to the test vector
such that subsequently, approximation consists in exam-
ining the codevectors sequentially in the order of increas-
ing ¸

=
distances to the codevectors. This can be viewed

as a direct generalization over the single-axis projection-
based selection procedure of Ref. [8].

The main shortcoming in the minmax method is the
high overhead complexity of the ¸

=
-based approxima-

tion. The initial ¸
=

-based approximation is essentially
a full-search using the ¸

=
distance and has a cost of

[0, NK, (N!1)#N(K!1)] macs (multiplications, ad-
ditions, comparisons) per vector. This initial approxima-
tion step of the search itself has an additional overhead
cost of N(K!1) comparisons over the ¸

2
-distance-

based full-search and the search complexity reduction
here is mainly with respect to reducing the NK multipli-
cations per test vector to a low value.

2.3. Absolute error inequality

Soleymani and Morgera [12] proposed an algorithm
as an improvement over the minmax method of Ref. [10]
with two additional features: (i) it reduces the overhead
cost of determining the initial codevector by ¸

=
approxi-

mation by using a procedure which is essentially a par-
tial-distance realization of the ¸

=
-based full-search, and

(ii) it uses an additional elimination rule termed the
&absolute error inequality' to eliminate codevectors dur-
ing the distance computation alongwith the hypercube
elimination. The absolute error inequality is based on the
observation that

if
K
+
k/1

(x
k
!c

ik
)2(d2 then

K
+
k/1

Dx
k
!c

ik
D(dJK. (1)

A codevector c
i

which does not satisfy +K
k/1

Dx
k
!

c
ik
D(dJK, i.e., whose absolute error is greater than

dJK will therefore have its squared error distance
greater than d2 and can be rejected on the basis of its
absolute error without having to compute the more ex-
pensive squared error distance. This algorithm can be
given in terms of the following steps:

f Select initial codevector c
i
as ¸

=
nearest neighbor in

a full-search with partial distance realization:
f Distance computation: d

cnn
"d(x, c

i
)

f Perform full-search of codebook C using (i) hypercube
and (ii) absolute error inequality elimination rules dur-
ing distance computation with each codevector c

m
in

C. Its distance to the test vector d(x, c
m
) is computed

and compared with the current-nearest-neighbor dis-
tance d

cnn
only if the codevector passes these two tests.

The two elimination rules are carried out as follows for
each codevector c

m
3C:

f Reject c
m

if Dx
k
!c

mk
D'd

cnn
, k"1,2,K.

f Reject c
m

by partial distance method in the computa-
tion of the absolute error +K

k/1
Dx

k
!c

mk
D with the

reference absolute error distance being d
cnn

JK.

2.4. ¸
1

-approximation-based search

In this section, we highlight the &absolute error in-
equality'-based elimination in the above algorithm and
interpret it geometrically as a space constraint provided
by the smallest ¸

1
surface inscribing the current-near-

est-neighbor ball, i.e., the given ¸
2

norm. We consider
this notion with additional details and compare the
¸
=

and ¸
1
-based approximation}elimination using

a search procedure in the minmax form. The proposed
search procedure using the ¸

1
values for approxima-

tion}elimination is a more e$cient realization of ¸
1
-

based elimination than that of Ref. [12] and is shown to
o!er lower complexity than the minmax procedure [10]
which uses the ¸

=
values for approximation}elimina-

tion.
The absolute error +K

k/1
Dx

k
!c

ik
D in the inequality

used in Ref. [12] is the ¸
1

norm between x and c
i
and

inequality (1) is basically the equivalence between ¸
1

and
¸
2

norms given by

¸
2
(x, y))¸

1
(x, y))¸

2
(x, y)JK. (2)

This is illustrated in Fig. 4. Fig. 4(a) shows the bounds
on ¸

1
(x, y) given ¸

2
(x, y)"d. The lower bound

¸@
1
(x, y)"d and the upper bound ¸A

1
(x, y)"dJK cor-

respond to y being at A and B, respectively, for a given x.
This can also be seen geometrically as in Fig. 4(b)
which shows the bounds on ¸

2
(x, y) given ¸

1
(x, y)"d.

The lower bound ¸@
2
(x, y)"d/JK and the upper

¸A
2
(x, y)"d correspond to y being at A and B respective-

ly for a given x.
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Fig. 4. Equivalence of relationship between ¸
1

and ¸
2

norms: (a) lower (¸@
1
) and upper (¸A

1
) bounds of ¸

1
(x, y) given x and ¸

2
(x, y)"d

and, (b) lower (¸@
2
) and upper (¸A

2
) bounds of ¸

2
(x, y) given x and ¸

1
(x, y)"d.

The above inequalities describing the norm equivalence
can be obtained as a constrained minimization, maximiza-
tion of the ¸

1
norm given x and My : ¸

2
(x, y)"dN or the

constrained minimization, maximization of the ¸
2

norm
given x and My : ¸

1
(x, y)"dN. (Soleymani and Morgera

[12] obtain the absolute error inequality (2) by induction.
Though the inequality is "nally shown to be satis"ed for
general K, we note here that, an intermediate step in Ref.
[12] is incorrect: this involves proving an alternate in-
equality J(K!1)(d2!z2

K
)#z

K
(dJK. In showing

this, Ref. [12] incorrectly obtains the maximum of the
function J(K!1)(d2!z2

K
)#z

K
to be (2K!1)d/

J4K!3 at z
K
"d/J4K!3; the correct maximum of the

function is dJK at z
K
"d/JK.)

The use of absolute error inequality in elimination can
be seen in Fig. 4(a) as it implies that points lying outside
the surface ¸A

1
(x, y)"dJK cannot lie within the

¸
2
(x, y)"d surface and hence cannot be nearer to x than

y. The geometric constraint provided by the absolute
error inequality around the current-nearest-neighbor
ball is thus the isometric surface ¸A

1
(x, y)"dJK. This is

essentially a simplex polytope, which can be viewed as
formed by 2K hyperplanes each given by My: +K

k/1
Dy

k
D"

dJKN with intercepts at dJK on the coordinate axes in
each quadrant of the K-dimensional space with the ori-
gin translated to x.

Note that the above algorithm essentially obtains
a subset of candidate codevectors C@"Mc

j
: ¸

1
(x, c

j
))

d
cnn

JK and ¸
=

(x, c
j
))d

cnn
N by employing the upper

bounds of both ¸
1
, and ¸

=
distances corresponding to

the initial codevector c
i
obtained by the ¸

=
based approxi-

mation in Step 1 (c
i
"arg minc

j|C
¸
=

(x, c
j
); d

cnn
"d(x, c

i
)).

The codevectors in C@ are potential updates for the cur-
rent-nearest-neighbor and have their ¸

2
(x, c

j
) distances

bound by [¸
=

(x, c
i
), d

cnn
JK] as can be seen from Figs.

2(b) and 4(b), corresponding to the initial codevector

c
i

obtained by ¸
=

approximation and the ¸A
1
(x, c

i
)

bound for ¸
2
"(x, c

i
)"d

cnn
. The algorithm selects can-

didate codevectors from C@ by ¸
=

ordering and performs
elimination using both hypercube and absoule error in-
equality constraints.

2.4.1. Comparison of ¸
=

and ¸
1

elimination constraints
The relative elimination e$ciencies of the ¸

=
and ¸

1
surfaces in providing space constraint for search can be
seen by comparing their respective volumes for an unit
hyperspheres, i.e., corresponding to an unit current-near-
est-neighbor ball radius ¸

2
(x, y)"1. The volume <(¸

=
)

enclosed by the ¸
=

surface (hypercube) is 2K and the
volume<(¸

1
) enclosed by the ¸

1
surface can be shown to

be 2K(JK)K/K!. It can be seen in Fig. 5, that use of both
¸
=

and ¸
1

surfaces in providing elimination results in an
improved elimination e$ciency as the intersection vol-
ume (IJKLMNOP) approximates the inscribed hyper-
sphere more closely. The volume <(¸

=
W¸

1
) enclosed by

the intersection of the ¸
=

and ¸
1

surfaces can be shown
to be 2K((JK)K!K(JK!1)K)/K!. Fig. 6(a), shows the
volumes <(¸

=
), <(¸

1
) and <(¸

=
W¸

1
) for K"1}10.

From this, the ¸
1

surface can be seen to o!er far superior
space constraint in comparison to the ¸

=
surface. The

intersection volume of both ¸
=

and ¸
1

can be seen to be
only marginally better than ¸

1
constraint alone. This can

be seen in Fig. 6(b), which shows the volumes <(¸
1
) and

<(¸
=

W¸
1
) normalized to the corresponding <(¸

=
) vol-

ume, thereby giving a direct comparison of the relative
e$ciency of ¸

1
and (¸

=
W¸

1
) with respect to the ¸

=
sur-

face in terms of the volume ratios. This clearly reveals
that elimination by ¸

1
is more e$cient than the hyper-

cube ¸
=

based elimination, with the e$ciency increasing
with dimension.

The important consideration in the ¸
1
-based elimina-

tion is the computational cost involved in determining if
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Fig. 6. Volume of ¸
=

, ¸
1

and ¸
=

W¸
1

surfaces inscribing unit hypersphere (¸
2
"1); (a) volume enclosed by ¸

=
, ¸

1
and ¸

=
W¸

1
surfaces as function of dimension K; (b) volume ratios ¸

1
/¸

=
and (¸

=
W¸

1
)/¸

=
as function of dimension K.

Fig. 5. Geometric constraint for elimination by ¸
=

(ABCD), ¸
1

(EFGH) and ¸
=

W¸
1

(IJKLMNOP) approximation surfaces of
current-nearest-neighbor ball.

a codevector lies inside a given¸
1

surface. As seen earlier,
this will amount to computing the ¸

1
norm between the

codevector and the test vector b
i
"+K

k/1
Dx

k
!c

ik
D and

checking if b
i
'd

cnn
JK. While the hypercube geometry

permits realization of the ¸
=

based elimination using
binary search with ordered coordinates and intrinsically
simple elimination checks, ¸

1
-based elimination cannot

be realized by similar alternate schemes. As a result, one
of the direct ways of realizing it is as a part of the distance
computation, as done in Ref. [12] with the use of an
additional loop which checks the ¸

1
norm value in

a partial distance form to eliminate a codevector before
computing its squared error distance.

2.4.2. Approximation}elimination with ¸
1

constraint
Alternately, consider the following approximation}

elimination search algorithm based on using ¸
1

values.
Given a test vector x, the ¸

1
approximation values

b
i
"¸

1
(x, c

i
)"+K

k/1
Dx

k
!c

ik
D for i"1,2,N, are com-

puted. Approximation-elimination search using the
¸
1

approximation can be performed as

d
cnn

"R (a very large number)
Do until codebook C is empty

c
i
"arg minc

l|C
b
l
; C"C!c

i
d"d(x, c

i
)

if d(d
cnn

then
j"i; d

cnn
"d

C"C!Mc
m
: b

m
*d

cnn
JKN

endif
enddo

Here, it can be noted that the b
i
"+K

k/1
Dx

k
!c

ik
D

values are used for approximation instead of the
¸
=

values as in Refs. [10,12]. This approximation by
¸
1

norm is illustrated in Fig. 7. Here, the codevector c
4

is
the nearest neighbor of the test vector under ¸

1
norm.

The ¸
2

nearest neighbor is codevector c
3

which is closer
to x than c

4
. (This can be understood based on the

equivalence relation shown in Fig. 4.) The ¸
2

nearest
neighbor is determined in the subsequent approxima-
tion}elimination steps using the ¸

1
elimination corre-

sponding to ¸
2
(x, c

4
).

The above algorithm essentially obtains a subset of
candidate codevectors C@"Mc

j
: ¸

1
(x, c

j
))d

cnn
JKN by

employing the upper bound of ¸
1

distances corresponding
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Fig. 7. Approximation by ¸
1
(x, c

i
); c

4
"argminci|C

¸
1
(x, c

i
);

c
3
"argminci|C

¸
2
(x, c

i
).

Table 1
Comparison of ¸

=
and ¸

1
approximation}elimination e$ciency

SNR
inn

%CER nc
i

ncY
i

((nc)
i
)p nc ncY

i

¸
=

12.0 17.9 8.8 395 19.5 6.1 159
¸
1

12.3 9.1 2.2 117 4.1 1.8 49

Dimension K"8; Codebook size N"1024 Data: 50000 vec-
tors of speech waveform (SNR

fs
"12.5).

to the initial codevector c
i

obtained by the ¸
1

based
approximation in Step 1 (c

i
"arg minc

j|C
: ¸

=
(x, c

j
);

d
cnn

"d(x, c
i
)). The codevectors in C@ are potential up-

dates for the current-nearest-neighbor and have their
¸
2
(x, c

j
) distances bound by [¸

1
(x, c

i
)/JK, d

cnn
JK] as

can be seen from Fig. 4(b), corresponding to the initial
codevector c

i
obtained by ¸

1
approximation and the

¸A
1
(x, c

i
) bound given ¸

2
(x, c

i
)"d

cnn
. The algorithm se-

lects candidate codevectors from C@ by ¸
1

ordering and
performs elimination using the b

i
"¸

1
(x, c

i
) ordering.

The precomputed b
i
values (used for approximation)

are also used for elimination by ¸
1

in subsequent elim-
ination steps for each current-nearest-neighbor update.
This will have an intrinsically higher approximation}
elimination e$ciency than the elimination carried out
during the distance computation step within a full-search
as in Ref. [12] for the following reasons: (i) ¸

1
-based

approximation e$ciency is higher than ¸
=

-based ap-
proximation and the search starts with an initial codevec-
tor (by ¸

1
approximation) closer to the test vector than

that obtained by ¸
=

approximation, (ii) this in turn
results in a faster codebook size reduction during the
subsequent elimination steps, (iii) the elimination consists
only of scalar comparisons of the form b

i
'd

cnn
JK,

which can be realized by binary search on an ordered list
of the precomputed b

i
.

It should also be noted that the procedure in Ref. [12]
does not use precomputed ¸

=
values for repeated

approximation}elimination subsequent to the "rst ap-
proximation}elimination and hence does not represent
a typical &approximation}elimination' search as given
above. Use of the ¸

=
norm in the place of ¸

1
in the

above procedure makes the search similar to the minmax
method [10] and gives a direct comparison of the

basic ¸
=

and ¸
1

approximation}elimination e$ciencies.
Thus, the ¸

1
(¸

=
)-based search procedures in the above

form essentially consists of using ¸
1
(¸

=
) values for

approximation and elimination and provide a compari-
son of the intrinsic ¸

1
(¸

=
) approximation}elimination

e$ciency.

2.5. Simulation results

In Table 1, we compare the approximation}elimina-
tion e$ciency of the above ¸

=
and ¸

1
-based search in

the context of vector quantization of speech waveform
for dimension K"8 and codebook size N"1024 using
5000 vectors. If c

i
is the xrst candidate codevector se-

lected by the approximation criterion from the full code-
book, the approximation e$ciency can be characterized
using measures which quantify the closeness of c

i
to the

test vector (or the actual nearest neighbor) when ob-
tained over a large test vector sequence. The measures
used here are: (i) SNR

inn
: the SNR in using the &initial'

codevector as the actual nearest-neighbor codevector, (ii)
%CER: the percent &classi"cation error rate' which is the
percentage of times the initial codevector is not the actual
nearest neighbor. The ideal limits of these measures are
their values corresponding to the actual nearest-neighbor
codevector; these limits are: SNR

fs
for SNR

inn
, i.e., the

SNR corresponding to the actual nearest neighbor deter-
mined by full-search and 0 for %CER. In addition to this,
the combined approximation}elimination e$ciency is
characterized by measuring the (average, maximum)

number of codevectors (nc
i
, ncY

i
), retained after elimina-

tion with the current nearest-neighbor ball correspond-
ing to the initial candidate codevector selected by the
approximation criterion; ((nc)

i
)p is the standard deviation

of this measure. (nc, ncY ) is the (average, maximum) num-
ber of distances computed in the overall search, which is
the actual complexity of the search.

From this table, it can be seen that ¸
1

has a signi"-
cantly higher approximation e$ciency than ¸

=
with

the SNR
inn

, and %CER values much closer to their
respective actual nearest-neighbor limits. The combined
approximation}elimination e$ciency of ¸

1
can be seen

to be much higher than ¸
=

by the smaller (nc
i
, ncY

i
)

values for ¸
1
, particularly with the maximum number of
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Fig. 8. Performance of ¸
=

- and ¸
1
-based search for dimensions K"2, 4, 6 and 8 and codebook size N"1024; (a) average complexity,

(b) worst-case complexity.

codevectors ncY
i
retained after the "rst elimination being

signi"cantly lower than for ¸
=

. The large di!erence in
the standard deviation ((nc)

i
)p also indicates the relatively

poorer e$ciency of ¸
=

in comparison to ¸
1
. The same

can be observed with respect to the overall approxima-

tion-elimination e$ciency given in terms of (nc, ncY ), par-
ticularly with the worst-case complexity ncY being very
low for search based on ¸

1
in comparison to ¸

=
approx-

imation-elimination.
In Fig. 8, we show the performance of ¸

=
-based search

for dimensions K"2,4,6 and 8 and codebook size

N"1024 in terms of (nc
i
, ncY

i
)-the (average, maximum)

number of codevectors retained after the "rst elimination
step (i.e., with the current nearest-neighbor ball corre-
sponding to the initial candidate codevector) and

(nc, ncY )*the (average, maximum) number of distances
computed in the overall search, which is the actual com-

plexity of the search. (nc
i
, ncY

i
) represents the complexity

of search if a full-search is carried out after the "rst

elimination step and ( nc, ncY ) is the complexity under
approximation}elimination search with the codebook
size reducing progressively with each elimination step.
Here, the main points to be noted are: (i) the initial

complexity of (nc
i
, ncY

i
) is reduced signi"cantly to (nc, ncY )

by the approximation}elimination search for both
¸
=

and ¸
1

search consistently for all dimensions, (ii)
while the average complexity of both ¸

=
and ¸

1
search is

practically the same, ¸
=

-based search has a signi"cantly
higher worst-case complexity than ¸

1
-based search.

Moreover, the worst-case complexity of ¸
=

-based search
increases more signi"cantly with increasing dimension
than ¸

1
based search. The increasing di!erence between

¸
1

and ¸
=

in the worst-case initial codebook size ncY
i
can

be particularly noted. This trend conforms with the gen-
eral volume relationship shown in Fig. 6.

2.6. Discussion

The main shortcoming in the above search procedures
is the high overhead complexity in the ¸

=
- or ¸

1
-based

approximation. The initial approximation step is essen-
tially a full-search using the ¸

=
or ¸

1
distance. The cost

incurred in the initial ¸
1

value (b
i
) computation and

approximation is [0, NK#N(K!1), (N!1)] macs
(multiplications, additions, comparisons) per vector. For
the ¸

=
-based approximation, this initial approximation

cost is [0, NK, (N!1)#N(K!1)] macs per vector. In
comparison to the ¸

2
distance-based full-search costs,

this initial approximation step itself has an additional
overhead cost of N(K!1) comparisons per vector for
¸
=

-based search and N(2K!1) additions/subtractions
per vector for ¸

1
approximation.

The other overhead costs in the above search consists
of the two main parts:

(i) Initial elimination cost: The cost incurred in the "rst
elimination step after the computation of the distance
with the initial codevector and the test vector. When
carried out by direct comparisons in an unordered
list, this has a cost of N scalar comparisons for both
¸
1
- and ¸

=
-based search.

(ii) Subsequent approximation}elimination costs: This
mainly depend on the size of codebook after the
"rst elimination step. As seen in Table 1 ncY

i
, the

average number of codevectors retained after the "rst
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elimination is very small and hence the average
overhead costs in subsequent approximation}elim-
ination is practically negligible. The worst-case costs
can however be high as this is proportional to
ncY

i
. Here, ¸

1
based search will incur lower overhead

cost in subsequent search due to the small ncY
i
result-

ing from its higher elimination e$ciency.

The main complexity and overhead costs involved in
the ¸

1
-, ¸

=
-based search for dimension K"8 and code-

book size N"1024 in terms of number of macs (multipli-
cations, additions, comparisons) per sample is as follows:
The main complexity (macs) per sample, correspond-
ing to the number of codevector distances nc is
[nc, nc(2K!1)/K, (nc!1)/K]. The average and worst-
case macs are obtained using nc"nc and nc"ncY . Using
these values from Table 1, the (average, worst-case) com-
plexity of ¸

=
search is [(6.1, 159), (11, 286), (0.63, 19.7)]

and of ¸
1

search is [(1.8, 49), (8.2, 88), (0.1, 6)]. The
overhead complexity obtained using the di!erent over-
head costs described above is [0, 1024, 1152] for
¸
=

search and [0, 1920, 256] for ¸
1

search. The full-
search macs are [1024, 1920, 127.9]. From this, it can be
seen that in terms of main complexity, while the average
complexities of ¸

1
- and ¸

=
-based search are compara-

ble, ¸
1
-based search o!ers a much lower worst-case

complexity; here this can be seen to be about a third of
the complexity of ¸

=
based search. In terms of the

overhead complexity, ¸
1
-based search has higher cost of

additions and subtractions than ¸
=

search, but, signi"-
cantly lower comparison cost than ¸

=
search. In practi-

cal applications where additions, subtractions and
comparisons, have same computational cost and are less
expensive than multiplications, ¸

1
-based search will o!er

better complexity reduction than ¸
=

-based search.
Thus, the search complexity reduction for both ¸

1
-

and ¸
=

-based search here is mainly with respect to
reducing the NK multiplications per test vector to a low
value. Though multiplication is usually considered the
dominant operation in actual search, in hardware realiz-
ations where all the three operations (multiplications,
additions and comparisons) have equal weightage, this
algorithm will not o!er any signi"cant savings due to the
high overhead complexity alone, despite the excellent
reduction in the main complexity of number of distances
computed.

The high overhead computational complexity presents
the main drawback in the ¸

1
and ¸

=
-based approxima-

tion}elimination search. This motivates the need to "nd
alternate approximation procedures which will incur
lower approximation cost than the procedures con-
sidered above. The partial distance realization (as done in
Ref. [12]) for the "rst ¸

=
approximation is one such

solution which can also be applied for ¸
1
-based approxi-

mation. However, this results in the ¸
1

values of several
codevectors being lower than the actual values and will

reduce the e$ciency of elimination using the ¸
1

values.
For the ¸

=
(hypercube)-based search, an alternate and

computationally more attractive approximation}elim-
ination procedure has been proposed and studied in
detail in Refs. [52,44].

3. Conclusions

In this paper, we have considered algorithms based on
elimination rules which use direct properties of the dis-
tance measure such as the partial distance elimination,
hypercube elimination, elimination based on the abso-
lute-error-inequality approximation of the Euclidean dis-
tance and the triangle-inequality-based elimination, in an
&approximation}elimination' search framework. Here, in
addition to using e$cient elimination rules to reject
codevectors without distance computation, explicit
importance is given to the sequence in which the codevec-
tors are examined in the search as determined approxim-
ately by their relative closeness to the test vector. The
algorithms proposed and studied in this paper under this
framework are based on elimination rules derived from
approximations of the Euclidean distance, namely, hy-
percube elimination, and the elimination based on the
absolute-error-inequality approximation. In this paper,
previous algorithms based on these elimination rules are
reviewed in the context of approximation}elimination
search. The main contribution in this paper is a compara-
tive study of di!erent approximation schemes and elim-
ination constraints with reference to their approximation}
elimination e$ciency. The paper is particularly oriented
towards providing additional geometric insight to the
main approximation}elimination schemes in an uni"ed
framework and empirical studies characterizing the ap-
proximation}elimination e$ciency of the di!erent ap-
proximation}elimination search in detail.

Algorithms based on the ¸
=

, ¸
1

approximation of the
¸
2

norm have been considered with reference to
the earlier work based on the hypercube constraint of the
search space [9,11], the ¸

=
-based &minmax' algorithm

[10] and its subsequent improvement using the abso-
lute-error-inequality-based elimination [12]. These algo-
rithms are viewed under the approximation}elimination
framework and geometric details, not brought out origin-
ally in these algorithms, are provided for additional in-
sight. The absolute error inequality is noted to be the
general equivalence of the ¸

1
and ¸

2
norms and the ¸

=
-,

¸
1
-based elimination criterion are geometrically seen as

based on the constrained minimization and maximiza-
tion of the ¸

=
or ¸

1
norm given ¸

2
norm. Elimination

based on the ¸
1

constraint has been shown to be more
e$cient than the ¸

=
constraint based on geometric inter-

pretation of the norm equivalence relationship and the
volume ratios of the ¸

1
surface and the ¸

=
(hypercube)

surfaces for a given ¸
2

ball. The relative e$ciencies of
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these eliminations have been characterized and studied
with respect to dimensionality in the context of vector
quantization of speech waveforms.

4. Summary

In this paper, we provide an overview of fast nearest-
neighbor search algorithms based on an &approxima-
tion}elimination' framework under a class of elimination
rules derived from approximations of Euclidean distance.
Here the search consists of successive approximation to
the actual nearest neighbor using repeated application
of two steps: (i) approximation: selecting a candidate
codevector for testing as a possible successor to the
current-nearest-neighbor and, (ii) elimination: rejecting
codevectors which cannot be nearer to the given test
vector than the current-nearest-neighbor using elimina-
tion rules without having to compute the distance from
the test vector. The role of an explicit approximation step
is to select codevectors which are as close as possible to
the test vector using computationally inexpensive cri-
terion and serves as an e$cient alternative to choosing
codevectors in random or in a prespeci"ed sequence.
Elimination involves the approximation of the current-
nearest-neighbor ball by geometric constraints which are
simple to compute so as to allow easy elimination of
codevectors which do not lie inside the current nearest-
neighbor ball. Previous algorithms based on elimination
rules, namely, partial distance elimination, hypercube
elimination and absolute-error-inequality elimination,
are reviewed in the context of approximation}elimina-
tion search. The main emphasis in this paper is a com-
parative study of these elimination constraints with
reference to their approximation}elimination e$ciency
set within di!erent approximation schemes.
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